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Final Laser-Beam Q-Migration
Xiang Xiao*, Feng Hao, Christopher Egger, Bin Wang, Fangxiang Jiao and Xinling Wang, TGS
Summary
We present a common offset multiarrival final laser-beam
Q-migration (Q-beam) algorithm, which maintains high
frequency and accuracy with improved performance over
standard Gaussian beam migration. This is achieved by a
laser beam method, which limits the beam spread similar to
a laser. Such an approach handles large lateral velocity
variations without imposing dip or multiarrival limitations
for imaging. Furthermore, our method applies Q amplitude
loss and phase-shift compensation in the Gaussian-beam
multiarrival imaging condition, including interpolation in
the inverse Q weighted travel time T* domain. Overhead
cost for this approach when compared against standard
Gaussian or Kirchhoff migration is negligible. Laser beam
migration preserves broadband data frequency and is
appropriate as a final imaging tool as presented by our
broadband data example. The validity of our final laser
beam Q-migration is demonstrated with our 2D synthetic
data set and 3D field data set, compared against standard
Gaussian beam and Q-Kirchhoff migration.
Introduction
Migration is a mapping operation, which involves the
rearrangement of seismic elements so that the recorded
wavefields are relocated to their true locations. Ray-based
migrations use precalculated source and receiver traveltime
measurements to map the surface seismic events back to
their correct subsurface location. Production Kirchhoff
migration applies a single-arrival approach, which
mispositions other arrival energies and can introduce
migration artifacts. Wave-equation based migration
backward propagates the recorded wavefield and forward
propagates the source wavelet, and includes some
associated approximations (e.g., finite-difference) to the
full wave equation. This migration accounts for
multiarrivals, but substantially increases the computational
cost over a standard Kirchhoff migration. Similarly,
reverse time migration has added cost, increasing runtime
exponentially with frequency, (i.e., N4) making it
impractical for broadband data.
Beam migration is a multiarrival ray-based migration
algorithm which handles multivalued traveltime and
raypath naturally
(Hill, 1990, 2001; Gray et. al, 2009).
Standard beam migrations use the “fat beam” approach,
propagating the plane wave Pm within a relatively large
neighborhood along the central ray (e.g., shaped with a
Gaussian window), and the beam properties are then
extrapolated with a Taylor expansion around the central
ray. 3D production parameters spread the beams along time
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significantly, which introduce extrapolation errors that
grow rapidly along the spread direction. Considering this,
most production beam migrations focus on speed instead of
quality, and was originally designed as a tomographic
engine. Specifically, in regards to tomographic semblance
analysis, beam migration isolates energy to a small number
of seismic elements (Sherwood et. al, 2009). The algorithm
has even been simplified for fast-beam migration (Gao et.
al., 2006), which adopts a one-to-one mapping from the
data domain elements to image domain. This may violate
the multiarrivals assumption and sacrifice the migration
quality, removing itself as final migration tool.
To maintain accuracy and efficiency, our “laser beam”
migration is a controlled width beam migration, which
strictly limits the seismic energy with a “thin beam”,
typically within a few wavelengths from the central ray.
Similar to Kirchhoff beam migration (Liu and Palacharla,
2011), laser beam migration is also a generalized Gaussian
beam migration. Ray tracing with laser beam migration
uses a high-frequency approximation and does not require
additional cost for broadband data processing. Constrained
to a laser thin width, laser beam migration, approximates
the propagation of the seismic wavefield with the accuracy
level of the high frequency central rays, consequently
performing well in the presence of caustics and beam
spread. Thus the amplitude loss and phase shift, especially
at high-frequency values can be correctly compensated
inside a multiarrival beam migration. As the broadband
acquisition and processing including Q-compensation
becomes routine in production workflows, the capability
for preserving high-frequency energy and accuracy is
crucial for industry. After careful implementation,
laser-beam migration can be several times faster than the
production Kirchhoff migration and provides much higher
frequency than the wave-equation based migration within
the same turnaround time. This independent development is
similar to the focused beam (Nowack, 2008) and frozen
beam (Yang et. al, 2013) approach.
Theory
Laser-beam migration is a generalized Gaussian beam
migration with a controlled beam width, which is
predefined to a few wavelengths from the central ray. With
a laser-thin beam, the extrapolation errors of beam property
(ray amplitude, real and imaginary travel time, etc.) from
the central ray are minimized to almost no influence on
wavefield modeling and final image. This approach gives
us the flexibility to choose either dynamic or kinematic ray
tracing. This is extremely important to improve the
accuracy and efficiency for shallow depths with high beam
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coverage is dominant.

If thee data is regulariized, fast FFT ccalculation can bbe used
in tauu-p transform too speed up the decomposition,, rather
than a slow version of irregular beeam forming witth X-T
domaain local slant staacking.
Step 2. Approximatee the propagationn of seismic waavefield
usingg laser beams. First, ray tracee the central raays for
compplex traveltime
at ray position with Eqquation
1, andd then extrapolaate them using T
Taylor expansionn to get
the “ttimetable” T
and ∗ , ass shown in Figurre 1. In
produuction, we alw
ways prefer kkinematic ray tracing
(Červvený, 2001), whhich is about twoo times faster thhan the
dynam
mic ray tracing, and exhibits lesss extrapolation errors.
The ccomplex traveltim
me
is callculated as (Trayynin et.
al, 20008):
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Figure 1: Laser-Beam
L
theory
y scratch, computted using a source
and receiver pairs
p
in BP 2007 model.
m

Figure 1 sh
hows the laser beam
b
coverage for
f a source and
d
receiver paair, which is computed using BP 2007 TTII
model. Thosse high density laser
l
beams are used
u
to form thee
“timetable” and used for thee subsequent beaam stacking.
The efficien
ncy of productiion-beam migraation is memory
y
and IO-bou
unded. With carreful implementtation, the laserr

Wherre ∗
1⁄
,
is the acousttic part
of thee complex veloccity, Q is the quuality factor,
is the
refereence frequency.
Step 3. Migrate the ttau-p domain daata using the Gaaussian
beam
m multiarrival im
maging conditionn. First precomppute the
trace table indexedd by different T* values, then the
ampliitude loss andd phase shift are compensatted by
interppolating betweeen different freequency band ffor T*
valuees.

a)

aa)

b)

bb)

Figure 2. Sig
gsbee Kirchhoff (a)) and beam migrattion (b) results.
m migration gather (b).
Figuree 3: Sigsbee Kirchhhoff (a) and beam

beam Q-mig
gration can have almost the sam
me speed as thee
standard Beeam migration. Implementation for the laserr
beam Q-mig
gration is as follo
ows:
Step 1. Deccompose the tapeered common offset data near a
beam centerr into local plan
ne waves by locaal slant stacking.
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m all offsets to thhe final
Step 44. Stack the parttial images from
imagee.
Numeerical Examplees
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2D Sigsbee data
plied the producttion laser beam migration
m
on thee
We first app
original 2D
D Sigsbee dataaset and comp
pared it to thee
Kirchhoff migration.
m
The siingle arrival (thee most energeticc
arrival) Kiirchhoff migraation, as expeected, providess
poorly-defin
ned faults, wiith weak and blurred pointt
diffractors, including a discontinuous
d
bottom
b
reflectorr
n
(Figure 2a).. Strong artifactts due to incorreect interpolation
between diffferent arrivals are also presen
nt in the subsaltt

(Q-beeam) using a 2D
D synthetic data. This simple 2D
D model
consi sts of three horiizontal layers annd one gas pockket, the
Vp annd Q values arre labeled in Figgure 4. The miigration
aa)

bb)

Figuree 6: Hernando veloocity (a) and Q moodel (b).

Figure 4: Vp and Q of 2D synth
hetic model.

area. Altern
natively, laser beeam migration properly
p
handless
the multiarrrivals correctly,, generating cleeaner data with
h
coherent sub
bsalt imaging (F
Figure 2b). Laserr beam gather in
n
Figure 3, clearly shows much better events
e
than thee
m
Kirchhoff migration.
hetic data
2D Q synth
n
We have vaalidated the fideelity of laser-beam Q-migration
a)

b)

c)

Figure 5: Standard beam mig
gration (a), Q-Beam
m migration (b) an
nd
spectrum co
omparison (c), where
w
beam specctrum is red an
nd
Kirchhoff one is green.
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imagees in Figure 5 clearly demonstrate that the laseer beam
Q-miggration correctlyy compensates tthe amplitude looss and
phasee shift. In additiion, the spectrum
m after Q-migraation is
broaddened as expecteed.
3D fieeld data set
We aalso tested the Q-beam migrattion on the Heernando
multi -client dataset, w
which is in the eeastern Gulf of M
Mexico.
Carboonate karst zonnes over the Floorida escarpmennt have
muchh lower velocitty than the surrounding seddiments
(Figuure 6a). Also, the zones arre effected byy high
attenuuation from fracctures and unconnsolidated rock.. Those
carboonate karst zonees, with a size of several meeters to
severral hundred m
meters, introduuce multiarrivaals as
tripliccation while dim
mming the seism
mic amplitude bbeneath
them.. With the Q-m
model (Figure 6b) derived froom the
Q-tom
mography (He ett. al, 2012), Q-bbeam migration hhandles
the m
multiarrivals and compensates am
mplitude loss andd phase
shift ((Figure 7). A fieeld data gather ccomparison in Figure 8
show s that the Q-beeam migration hhandles the ampplitude,
phasee-shift compensaation and multiaarrivals better thhan the
Q-Kirrchhoff migratioon inside or benneath the low vvelocity
targett zones (Figure 88a).
Our Q-beam migraation is capablee of preservinng data
frequuency from a TGS broadbannd dataset. Aftter 3D
migraations, the zoom
med in view at shhallow depth slice, and
inlinee spectrum com
mparison (Figuree 9), shows thaat both
Q-Kirrchhoff and Q
Q-beam migratioon can go oveer one
hundrred hertz when ddealing with broadband data.
Concclusions
We hhave developed a laser beam approach on sttandard
Gausssian beam migrration, which limits the beam energy
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a)

ampliitude and phasee of high-frequeency values havve been
recovvered using the Q laser-beam m
migration. In adddition,
this laaser beam approoach can be easilly extended to coommon
shot ddomain for futurre analysis.
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Figure 8: Field data Q-Kirchhoff (a) and Q-Beam
Q
gather (b
b)
comparison.

Figure 9: Q-Kirchhoff (a), Q-beam (b) depth slices at shallow
depth, and inline spectraa (c). The green ccurve is the Q-Kiirchhoff
spectruum, and the red currve is the Q-beam spectrum.
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